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Articles accepted for publication in the Journal of Industrial Ecology are eligible to earn 

badges that recognize data contributions, data accessibility, and data interoperability. A 

data badge is optional and recognizes articles that exhibit higher levels of data openness in 

addition to the strict minimum for publication. Please read more about the badges in the 

journal’s data badge guidelines. 

If you seek a data badge, please complete this form and upload it with other files related to 

your manuscript when you submit a revised manuscript in response to an initial decision, 

i.e., after the first round of peer review. 

Requirements 
Own data: To qualify for either badge, you must provide a URL, DOI, or other permanent 

path for accessing the specified information in a public, open-access, long-term repository. 

Other qualifying data/materials repositories are listed at http://re3data.org/. Personal 

websites, most departmental websites, and GitHub do not qualify as repositories. Zenodo 

is recommended for industrial ecology research. Please also consider using the industrial 

ecology tag in Zenodo. 

Proprietary data and data requiring paid licensure: For proprietary data and data such 

as that from ecoinvent accessible only under paid license, all information needed to 

identify the data used in the paper must be provided. That includes naming the exact 

database version (e.g., ecoinvent v3.5, cut-off allocation) and all referenced processes (e.g., 

‘sheet rolling copper, RoW’, UUID: '4721d5addda822f0cbc0978543bbaad3'). 

Licensing of data: An open license for the deposited data is required that allows others to 

copy, distribute, and make use of the data while allowing the licensor to retain credit and 

copyright as applicable. Creative Commons has defined several licenses for this purpose, 

which are described at www.creativecommons.org/licenses. CC0 or CC-BY 4.0 are 

recommended. 

http://jie.click/dataaccessibility
http://jie.click/badges
https://zenodo.org/
https://zenodo.org/communities/indecol
https://zenodo.org/communities/indecol
https://creativecommons.org/licenses
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Third party or confidential data: Authors who wish to publicly post third-party content in 

their data must have the proper authority or permission agreement in order to do so. 

There are circumstances in which it is not possible or advisable to share any or all data 

publicly. For example, sharing participants’ data could violate confidentiality or commercial 

database licensing agreements that restrict their sharing.  

Data Accessibility and Interoperability: To earn a data badge, the Journal of Industrial 

Ecology also requires that authors provide the data in a form that is human and machine- 

readable, and directly importable into free analysis software. Details on these 

requirements can be found at data badge guidelines. 

A copy of the form used for the review of data badge requests can be found at:   

http://jie.click/badge-review-form .  

Information about your data 
Description of your own data: To be eligible for an ISIE data badge, all generated (i.e., 

your own) data needed for the results in the main article and supporting information must 

be provided. This includes, but is not limited to, a full system description (for life cycle 

assessment studies), the full multi-regional input-output tables (MRIO; in any novel MRIO 

study, also if only analyzing subset of the MRIO), all data gathered through experiments, 

and generally all calculated subsequent results. 

I confirm that this is all data generated that is required to reproduce the results of the article 

and all data is available under an open data license:  

☐ yes  ☐ no 

Secondary Data: Please provide a list of all data from existing sources used for generating 

the results and accompanying data of the study. A specific reference for each dataset is 

required to easily re-identify the used data. These can be, in order of preference: data-doi 

(if deposited in a scientific repository), url+access date, url+access data+db/API query, 

article-doi + references to the specific table/supporting information. If you already provide 

this table in your article, supporting information or a data repository, you can just 

reference to it here.  

Name of the Data/ID Reference (URL, DOI, etc) Short Description (content, 

measurement technique, etc.) 

   

   

I confirm that this is all the information required to identify and reproduce the secondary data 

presented in the article, supporting information, and accompanying datasets. 

http://jie.click/badges
http://jie.click/badge-review-form
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☐ yes  ☐ no 

Data organization: Please indicate where information that describes the data and how it is 

organized can be found. Check all that apply: 

☐ Read me file. Filename: _______________________________________________________ 

☐ Meta-data (detailed description of the dataset)  

☐ Table of contents (describing file structure and contents) 

☐ Code book, if applicable (detailed description of each observation, such as units, 

measuring equipment, etc.). 

 

Data accessibility: To receive a data badge, your data must be stored in a human AND 

machine-readable format. Examples of such file formats include plain text, comma 

separated values (csv), json, and xml files. Compressed versions of these formats are also 

accepted, such as xlsx and ods spreadsheet formats, but not the proprietary xlsb or xls 

formats. The data must also be machine-readable in the sense that relevant software can 

readily distinguish words from numbers, recognize table structures, etc. For example, a 

system description in a spreadsheet is machine-readable, whereas a system description in 

PDF or word processing formats (docx, odt, etc.) is not. In case of xlsx or ods files, please 

ensure that the data are organized in a way that facilitates the re-use of the data in 

subsequent analysis. This includes consistent variable names, clean tables (without empty 

lines and cells or merged cells), and avoidance of macros.  

 

For an excellent guide on how to organize data in xlsx files see Broman & Woo (2018). 

For an ISIE data badge, your generated data must be directly importable in a free 

software/programming language. These can be some standard LCA suites (openLCA, 

brightway2), any published software or scripts available from open source repositories 

(e.g., GitHub or GitLab), or some custom scripts you publish alongside the data. For all your 

own, generated data, please provide the following information:  

Name of the 

Data/ID 

Location (file 

name + sheet, 

DOI) 

File 

format 

License Software which can read 

the data 

     

     

 

I confirm that all generated data are human AND machine-readable using free and open 

software.  

☐ yes  ☐ no 

https://doi.org/10.1080/00031305.2017.1375989
https://doi.org/10.1080/00031305.2017.1375989
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By signing below, authors affirm that the above information is accurate and complete, that 

any third-party material has been reproduced or otherwise made available only with the 

permission of the original author or copyright holder, and that publicly posted data do not 

contain information that would allow individuals to be identified without consent. 

Signature: ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Date:_____________________________________________________ 
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